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Elizabeth Macaulay remembers meeting someone very special during 
her first day at Sherbrooke. This someone quickly took a liking to 
Elizabeth and really enjoyed jumping up on her bed. Her name is Tig 
and she is one of the many animals that call Sherbrooke home.

“I met Tig on my first day and I was delighted to find out that we 
could have pets in Sherbrooke,” said Elizabeth. “Having a cat makes 
it feel more like home because it makes it feel more comfortable and 
friendly.” 

Animals play a key role in providing our Elders with full and 
abundant lives. From cats and birds to fish and guinea pigs, and the 
many dogs who regularly come to visit, our community benefits 
from the presence of animals. 

“If you look at our community, you will see how animals help alleviate 
loneliness, helplessness and boredom in the lives of our Elders,” said 
Deb Schick. She is Sherbrooke’s Team Leader of Professional Practice 
and recently spoke about the role of animals in our community at the 
annual Saskatchewan SPCA conference. 

“We see Elders having a sense of purpose with the animals; whether 
it’s helping to clean a bird cage or making sure the cats are receiving 
the right amount of food. It’s also great seeing the joy and spontaneity 
the animals bring to our Elders.” 

Susan Wadlow has a clear purpose when it comes to Sherbrooke’s 
guinea pig, Harrison Ford. Every morning, Susan makes her way to 
the Occupational Therapy room to see her favourite guinea pig. 

“I feed him every day and on the weekends,” explained Susan. 

Their relationship is so strong that Harrison Ford actually perks up 
when he hears Susan’s wheelchair approaching his cage! 

Another strong bond in our community is found in RBC Cottage 
in Kinsmen Village. That is where Patricia Mathieson and her dog, 
Emma, call home. 

“Every neighbourhood you go to, people know Emma. She keeps me 
very busy,” said Patricia with Emma perched on her wheelchair. 

Patricia had always had dogs in her life and had been looking to get 
one since moving to Sherbrooke. Last year, Patricia’s daughter told 
her about a program that rescues Chihuahuas from California. Soon, 
Emma was making her way north to Saskatoon. 

It took some time for Emma to adjust to life at Sherbrooke, but 
Patricia credits the staff with helping her with the transition. 

“I only have one hand that works so I need staff to help me put her 
harness on, and in the winter time, to help with her coats so that she 
stays warm. She’s adjusted to the staff because she knows them and 
they know her.”

Visit any neighbourhood or house in Sherbrooke and you will see 
Elders interacting with animals of all shapes, colours and sizes. We 
view animals as a vital part of creating a Human Habitat for Elders, 
which is why we value relationships like Patricia and Emma, Susan 
and Harrison Ford, and Elizabeth and Tig, so highly.

Having a cat makes it feel more like home,” said Elizabeth. “Having 
a cat makes it feel more comfortable and friendly. That’s what she 
means to me.”
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The mission at Sherbrooke and Central Haven is to create a 
community that supports each person to live a full and abundant 
life.  Twenty years ago we adopted the Eden Alternative® 
philosophy that teaches us to “abandon the institution and 
adopt the human habitat”. We nurture the whole person, body 
and spirit, and work to alleviate loneliness, helplessness and 
boredom which are the plagues of the human spirit. Looking 
back, I am so grateful for the decision of our Residents’ 
Council and Board of Directors to adopt the Eden Alternative® 
philosophy and do the hard work of culture change so that our 
Elders, families, staff and volunteers could experience increased 
well-being.

The goals of the Eden Alternative® and the mission of 
Sherbrooke and Central Haven are to create well-being for 
all. We strive to build a community where individuals can 
experience identity, connectedness, autonomy, security, 

meaning, growth and joy. These are the seven domains of 
well-being created by the Eden Alternative® and they influence 
much of what you see going on in our homes. I wanted to share 
with you my thoughts on the first three domains of well-being. 

The first domain is identity and it is about having personhood; 
being well known; wholeness; being seen as an individual; and 
having a history. In our homes we have a guiding principle of 

individuality that supports people to direct their own lives and 
make as many choices as possible. This is one of the reasons that 
we do not rotate our staff through various neighbourhoods.  
It is important for our staff care partners to have close and 
continuing contact with individual Elders in order to know 
each Elder well and support their identity. 

The second domain is connectedness which is about being 
connected to life, the past, the present, the future; connected 
to personal belongings, to place and to nature. Human beings 
naturally seek out connections and are designed to live in 
community.  When we support important connections, we 
alleviate loneliness.  Through close and continuing contact we 
encourage loving relationships to flourish.

Security is the third domain of well-being. This is freedom 
from doubt, anxiety, and fear; being safe, certain, assured; 
having privacy, dignity and respect. It is much more than 
our traditional thought of safety.  Dr. Thomas of the Eden 
Alternative® talks about “surplus safety” where we mistakenly 
believe that safety is more important than almost everything 
else and in its pursuit we often sacrifice opportunities to live, 
to grow and experience joy. This domain of well-being stresses 
the importance of trust and psychological safety and supports 
Sherbrooke’s values of respect and dignity, and safety.

These domains of well-being have helped us focus on creating 
a world where Elders can be well known, be connected to what 
is important to them, feel safe, make choices, find meaning 
and grow, and lastly find joy.  They are the foundation for the 
various opportunities you see at Sherbrooke and/or Central 
Haven like gardening, creating art, making and enjoying music, 
connecting with the preschool children or the grade 6 iGen 
students, making wine, learning in the International Coffee 
Club, sitting on Residents’ Council, joining the photography 
club, dancing to Silver Strings, enjoying a meal in Peppers café 
and shopping in Tumbleweed Gift and Thrift.
  
There are many other opportunities that are too plentiful to 
mention.  I encourage you to share with us any ideas for well-
being that you might have as we are always looking for more 
ways to enhance quality of life at Sherbrooke and Central 
Haven.  My wish for all in our community is for well-being.

FROM 
SUELLEN

Sherbrooke CEO, Suellen Beatty.
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“We were just in awe,” said Shelly. “It was so well designed. For 
example, the induction oven was such a great choice. The whole 
layout was just well thought out.”

Schaan House is one of three houses that have had their kitchens 
renovated in the past 18 months. It is an expensive and labour-
intensive process, but the result is a bright, functional and enjoyable 
space that benefits our Elders and staff.

For the Schaan family, their generosity towards Schaan House was 
not only a meaningful way to honour their dad, who passed away in 
2013, but an opportunity to connect with the Elders who call Schaan 
House home.

“We are so very honoured,” said Shelly. “We visit Sherbrooke every 
now and then and bring cookies to the house because it has our name 
on it. We want to get to know the people that are living in Schaan 
House and how they are enjoying the new kitchen renovation.”

Thank you Schaan family for continuing Gerald’s legacy in this 
wonderful way!

It’s fitting that the Schaan family’s decision to renovate the kitchen 
in Sherbrooke’s Schaan House took place around the dinner table.

Shelly Schaan recalls sitting around the dinner table last year with 
her brothers Collin and Kevin, her sister Rosann, as well as her 
mother, Mary Lou. Collin had read that Sherbrooke was in the midst 
of renovating kitchens in each of the houses in Veterans Village and 
Kinsmen Village and they wanted to help. The family set their sights 
on the kitchen in House 2.

Schaan House (house 2) in Kinsmen Village is named after Shelly’s 
father, Gerald Schaan. Gerald was a long-time friend of Sherbrooke. 
From 1990 to 1999, he was a Sherbrooke Community Society 
Inc. Board member and played a key role in annual fundraising 
campaigns. Gerald also served as President and CEO of Schaan 
Healthcare Products and was a very generous corporate donor to the 
Sherbrooke Foundation.

After dinner, the four Schaan children and Mary Lou each pledged 
$5,000 toward a new kitchen in Schaan House as a way to honour 
Gerald. 

“It means a lot to have Schaan House named after our family,” said 
Shelly. “We are so honoured and we always want to help. If Dad were 
here, he would have written the cheque himself.”

Shelly remembers her dad absolutely loving Sherbrooke. He thought 
the adoption of the Eden Alternative® philosophy was a wonderful 
idea. When he would come to Sherbrooke for a visit, Shelly says he 
was often found on the front patio striking up conversations with 
Elders.

“Dad thought the Eden Alternative® was a great philosophy and that 
Sherbrooke was the place to be. He also loved the fact that there were 
so many kids in the building,” said Shelly.

This past summer, Shelly, Rosann, Collin and Mary Lou came to 
see the newly renovated kitchen in Schaan House. The result was 
nothing short of amazing.

COOKING UP A NEW KITCHEN 
FOR SCHAAN HOUSE

The Schaan family: Shelly, MaryLou, Rosann, Collin (Missing: Kevin)

Schaan House is named after Gerald Schaan

The newly renovated Schaan House Kitchen
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Sherbrooke 
Tributes  
In honour of 
Ron & Marianne Anderson
Oscar Appleton
Ernie & Shirley Callow
Wes Froese
Alana Moore
Esther Packard
Deb Schick
Leona Stilling
Mark Trew
Basil Waslen
In memory of 
James “Craig” Balfour
Tillie Beaubier
Ernest Biddulph
Iris Bishop
Erin Lyn Brown
Robert “Bob” Bundon
Ilse Charlotte Burgschmidt
Armand “Myrvin” Burke
Fred Burnyeat
Bruce Campbell
Patrick “Jack” Coggins
Del Doyscher
Shannon Fitz-Gerald
Marion Forrest
Lillian Frey
Joan Galvin
T. Y. Henderson
Johan & Ruth Hesje
Ian Huck
Muriel Jarvis
David Johnson
Joyce Kaplar
Lawrence Kells
Alec Kocur
George Kosmas
Peter Kostiuk
Sheila Lang
Harley Large
Ruth Large
Joan Lees
Diana Lelliott
Lorne Leonhard
Glen Marleau
Dianne McCumber

Leo Meier
Ron Michalenko
Dr. James “Gerry” Monks
George Morris
Peter Nikiforuk
Ruth Outten
Clifford Pateman
Eric & Violet Payton
William Pillipow
Kathleen Robertson
Kenneth Rowley
Howard Sandy
Murray Schneider
Eleanor Sereda
William “Bill” Smart
Betty Thomarat
Mary Walker
Pauline Wall
Melvin Weightman
Cornelius “Corney” Wiebe
Isaac Wiebe
Marj Wilson

Central Haven Tributes 
In honour of
Jean Leach
Bev Will
Eleanor Yip
In memory of
Walter Baxter
Margaret Benson
Emilia Bertrand
Therese Bessette
Geoffrey “Bud” Charlebois
Graham Crossman 
Calvin Garvie
Lorraine Gryschuk
Robert “Bob” Potts 
Grace Stewart
Mary Will
Beatrice “Bea” Wutzke
Florence Wyma

Sherbrooke Donors
Monthly Donors
Rhonda Anderson
Eric Anderson
Karen Babcock

Suellen Beatty
Glenda Bergen
Brenda Craig
Robert Fisher
Roberta Gallagher
Cheryl George
Penny Germain
Don Grant
Christina Gray
Colleen Grieman
Bonnie Hanishewski
Heather Harder
Carrie Hart
Michael J. Hayden
Lisa Murray
Rob Neufeld
Deb Schick
Kimberly Schmidt
Don Schmidt
Martha Scott
Melinda Sweeney
Cherylee Theoret
Candace Ukrainetz
Audrey Wiberg

Donors
ANAF Ladies Auxiliary #38
ANAVETS Unit #38 
Jeannine Andersen
Marianne & Ron Anderson
Animal & Poultry  
  Science Party Fund
John Armstrong
Jean Arnold
Penny Babbings
Garth & Charlott Bagnall
Phyllis Baker
Diane & Ron Banman
David Beaubier
Benevity Community  
  Impact Fund
Louise Benoit
Best Western Plus  
  East Side
Ashley Blanch
Joseph Bloski
Morris Bodnar
Arnold & Connie  

  Bodnarchuk
Tim & Lorna Boechler
Sherry Boire
Colleen Boudreau
Lynne Bowers
BP Banister Ltd.
Cory Brinkman
Ruth Bristow
George Bristow
Dorothy Brown
Judith Brown
Pat Brown
Brenda & Ted Brown
Jean Burke
Shirley Burke
Bruce & Sue Burnyeat
Bob Burnyeat
Betsy Bury
Chris Buttinger
Luann & Rob By
Chris Callow
Jeff Campbell
Canadian Co-operative  
  Wool Growers Limited
Robert Card
Centennial Food Services
Gwen Cerkowniak
Harold Chapman
Mary Chapman
Scott Cherry
Brittany Chubey
Shelley Coggins
David Cole
College of Physicians  
  & Surgeons
Elizabeth Cook
Lynne Cotton
Keith Coulter
Katie Couzens
Elva Craig
Brenda & Dan Craig
Moira Day
William & Inger DeCoursey
Shirley Desrochers 
Roberta Dixon
Lillian Dodds
Murray Dodds
Myrna Doell

Gene & Adele Dupuis
Trudy & Bryan Dykes
Lorianne Earl
Earl’s Pharmacy
Shirley East
Norm & Norma Elmslie
EMCO Corporation
LauraLee Emigh
Enterprise Holdings  
  Foundation
Albert & Darlene Esch
Brandy Ethier
Elma Facca
Melvyn Ferster
Trevor Forrest
Susan Fowler
Pam Francis
Vivian & Don Fraser
Julie Freeman
Furniture World
Nicole Garman
Lynn Gee
Cheryl George
Georgia Manor Condo
Barbara Gessner
Mildred Gibb
Elden Gibson
Jean Gibson
Ken Glauser
Christine Glazer
Jean & Hugh Goldie
Gregg Distributors LP
Colleen Grieman
Sandra Gronvold
Carmen Hampton
Elsie Hanel-Jones
Susan Hanna
Gary Hanson
Reginald Harrison
Dwain Hataley
Lorne Haugen
Michael J. Hayden
Judith Henderson
Phyllis Henschel
Joel Hesje
Alan Hiebert
Ralph Hildebrandt
Marie Holdner

SUPPORTING FULL, ABUNDANT LIFE
Recognizing the diverse community of people who supported the Sherbrooke Foundation 
from October 1, 2018 - September 30, 2019. Thank you to each of you!
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Clive & Betty Hough
Stuart Houston
Shirley Howie
Joanne Hritzuk
Geoffrey Huggill
John & Karen Hughes
Maureen Hurley
Somtochukwu Ibezi
Matt & Jess Isaak
Janice Jackson
JBL Charitable  
  Foundation Inc.
Ivan Jen & Suzanne Yip
Arlene F Jensen
JIMKO Holdings Ltd.
L. Jean Jones
Luella Kalinski
Shawn Kauenhofen
Joseph & Shirley Kawchuk
Darlene Kaytor
Delores & Jack Keck
Jim Kells 
Barbara Kelman
Myrna Kennedy
Chris Kent
Doreen Kerby
Brenda & William Kerr
Jim King
Kinsmen Foundation Inc.
Boris Kishchuk
Will Klein
Brenda Kleppe
Valerie Klusa
Graham Knox
Tim & Lois Knutson
Gail Kocur
Paul Korol
Olive Koroluke
Gordon Kostiuk
Bev Koval
Lily & Carl Krause
Gordon Kreutzwieser
Adele Kuss
Georgie Kyle
Tracey & Joey Lafrance
Les Langager
Verna & Vern Larson
Patricia Lawson
Jane Laxdal
Jayne Leadbeater
Alan Ledingham
Ronald & Marguerite Loitz
Murray Major
Marion Marcotte
George & Donna Marlatte
Ed Marleau
Barbara Martens
Eva Mazurak

Lorraine McAlpine
Darline McAulay
Bernie McCallion
Gary McCallum
Margaret McCallum
Brian McCormack
Amy & Lyle McDonald
Kathleen & Glenn  
  McDonald
Norman & Maureen 
  McIntyre
June McJannet
Carol and Ross McKay
Diane McKenzie
Deloise McKnight
Janice McLean
Dorothy McLeod
Yvette McPherson
Gail Medernach
Rita Meier
Janet Merrick
Laurie Messer
Sylvia Mihalicz
Susan Milburn
John Millar
Loraine Miller
Vic & Faye Molsberry
Colleen Moniuk
James “Desmond” 
  Monks
Monks Family 
  Charitable Trust
Sharon Morgan
Don Moroz
Olive Mortensen
Wayne & Janet Moser
Kathleen Muldoon
Gladys Murphy
Kay & Dora Nasser &  
  Family
Rob & Mardell Neufeld
Anita Nickel
Eugenie Nikiforuk
Bruce & Barb Nisbet
Brent Nisbet
Nisbet Farming Ltd.
Elva Nixon
Linda Nolen Nickerson
Mary Nordick
Benedict Nussbaum
Mary Nykiforuk
Rick Olmstead
Dwight Olson
Sheila Osborn
Parr Auto Body
Sheldon Payton
Patricia Peardon
Barbara Peardon

Cindy Peternelj-Taylor
Mary Peters
Anne Peters
Sheila Pigeon
Wylma Pilling
Kathleen Pollock
Dunja Popovic
Earl Priddle
Karen Prisciak
Brian & Patricia Proudlove
Ernest & Jean Pryor
Judy Purdy
Helen Quick
Dr. Ali & Karla Rajput
Frances Rank
Judy Rathie
Murray & Ellie Rausch
Royal Canadian Legion - 
Harris #361
Royal Canadian Legion -  
  Luseland #146
John & Rose Rempel
Chuck Rhodes
M. Cathy Richter
Doris Richter
Jim Ridgway
Reynold and Kay Robertson
Ron Rogal
Gladys Rose
Rick Rowley
Lila Rudachyk
Wenda Saganski
Patricia Santo
Marlene & Wayne Saretsky
Nora Sarich
Saskatoon Community  
  Foundation
Saskatoon Corvette Club
Saskatoon Poppy Trustees
SaskTel
Harvey Sauder
Schaan Healthcare  
  Products Inc.
Deb & Ron Schick
Dennis Schneider
Ralph Schneider
Sandra Schnell
Aleatha Schoonover
Douglas Seierstad
Wilhelmina Sejbjerg
Doris Serne
Jan Shulman
Frank Shumlich
Dorothy Simpson
Sally Siroski
Brooke & Blake Sittler
Sally Smart
August Smeby

St. Thomas More College
Irene Stakiw
Anne M Stang
Sheila Stevens
Ann Stewart
Mark Stronski
June Stronski
Nona Stronski
Elva Stronski
Susan Stronski
Muriel Stronski
Ken Suchan
Ron Sutherland
Judith Svaren-Cressman
Donald Sylvester
Vanessa Tastad
The Eden Alternative
The iGen Class
Winnifred Thompson
Guy & Carolyn Torrance
Shirley Ulrich
Basil & Merle Varty
Marilyn Vaughan
Deanna Wacker
Allen Walker
Mike & Frances Walmsley
Elaine Wanhella
Basil & Cheryl Waslen
Ken & Pat Weightman
Brad Wiens
Helen Wiklun
Beverly Will
Don Wilson
Dawn Wood Louden
Adrienne Woytowich
Angela Wright
Carolyn Wright
Joan Wyant
Marilyne & Trev Yager
Shelley Young
Karma Zimmer
Brandon Ziola
Kathleen Ziola

Donors of Legacy Gifts
Estate of Heinz  
  Burgschmidt
Estate of Ruth McGowan
Estate of Joseph Paul  
  Rousseau  
Estate of Mary Walker  

Central Haven Donors 
Wanda Andreas
Dorothy Armstrong
Mary Ann Bartel
Roderick Baxter
Benevity Community  

  Impact Fund
Bill Comeault
Kathleen Cook
Vivian Couture
Patricia Crossman
David Crossman
Bruce Deitner
Annie Deng
Janet Devitt
Martin & Helen Ferley
Larry & Deb Ferster
Ron & Bev Ferster
Evelyn Franks
Pam Fuhr
Denise Gilewicz
Christina Gray
Dorcas Hayes
A.J. “Gus” & Jean Jacek
Ivan Jen
Elizabeth Joseph
Ronald Klombies
Donna & Grant Larson
Jean Leach
Jennie Ma
Carol & Ken Maczek
Shirley Martin
Craig McNaughton
Dorothy Miller
Lynn Neovard
Jean Ormiston
Ron & Shirley Osarchuk
Yvonne Padget
Carol & Wayne Pederson
Lois Poole
Bessie Potter
Derek & Nora Potts
Shelley Potts
Marie Potts
Patricia & Bill Roe
Eugene Sawkiw
Diane Schaffel
Ed & Ila Stachowich
Sandra & John 
  Stochmanski
Rosemary Toth
Jeannine Usselman
Wayne Pederson Legal  
  Prof. Corp.
Clarence & Marilyn Weiss
Elaine Weiss-Gill
Harvey & Esther Wendel
Jacob Wiebe
Wilfred Wilger
Beverly Will
Glen Wutzke
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The world needs more kindness and that’s what our Central Haven 
community offered to kids this past summer. For three days in 
August, 15 children, ranging in age from 8-13, took part in activities 
with our Elders and practiced the finer points of being a kind person.

“My hope was to have a group of kids who were connected to the 
Central Haven community who feel comfortable coming to visit and 
spending time here,” explained Monica Henderson, who organized 
the camp. She is Central Haven’s Manager of Recreation and 
Volunteers.

It was easy to see how comfortable the kids were in getting to know 
Elders and participating in activities such as art projects and sing-
alongs. There were plenty of smiles and hugs throughout the camp 
as Elders and kids quickly became friends.

“I like how I get to see all the different residents’ personalities and 
all the different animals and all the different things I get to do,” said 
11 year-old, Avery Gallagher. “I like how they are very kind and 
interactive. They have lots of emotions and that makes me feel very 
happy.”

The camp wrapped up with a street carnival held in our parking lot. 
Elders and their families had the chance to play a variety of carnival 
games hosted by the kids. Fresh mini donuts and cotton candy were 
a delicious part of the fun! 

For Henderson, not only was it a wonderful opportunity to instill 

kindness and empathy in today’s youth, but hopefully it leads to a 
lasting connection with Central Haven.

“All of the kids are now registered as youth volunteers and so they 
can come and volunteer throughout the year.”

One of our Elders was recently honoured for his service in World 
War II by the federal government and the Metis National Council. 

Lucien “Jim” Boucher served in the Canadian Armed Forces 
throughout Europe, including Italy, France and England. As a Metis 
veteran, Jim was not given the appropriate benefits and support 

when he returned to Canada after the war. This year, the federal 
government issued a formal apology to all Metis veterans and 
announced a $30 million compensation package.

As a result, Jim was presented with a cheque from the federal 
government in recognition of his service.

We were honoured to host a ceremony to recognize Jim’s service to 
our country. Anita Grenier is Jim’s daughter and she was thrilled to 
see her father recognized in such a meaningful way.

“I was a little overwhelmed with the whole thing. It was pretty 
touching seeing him get so emotional.”

Thank you, Jim, for your service to our country and we congratulate 
you on being recognized in this way. 

CENTRAL 
HAVEN

Kindness Campers and Elders creating art together

Lucien “Jim” Boucher being honoured by the 
 Metis National Council
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Over the summer, I had the opportunity to be a summer 
student at the Sherbrooke Community Centre Creative Art 
Studio. I had heard for years about how special a place it is 
through my mother, Bris Flanagan, a recreation coordinator 
in the Community Day Program and artist in residence in 
the Insight Program. However, hearing about Sherbrooke 
and getting to be a small part of the Sherbrooke community 
are two very different things. My job was simple: to provide 
any support that Elders need to work on their art practices. I 
also had the chance to work on creative writing with Elders. 
That meant sitting with writers one-on-one, or leading 
writing workshops, both of which constantly delighted and 
moved me with the incredible work produced. 

I have worked with 
many arts communities 
over the years, and it is 
not an easy thing to find 
one that is supportive, 
enjoyable, and produces 
great work. The 
community of artists at 
Sherbrooke does all of 
these things and more. 
The artists not only 
practice the generosity 
and patience necessary 
for a shared studio, they 
provide each other with 
encouragement and 
critique of one another’s 
work. I believe that a 
crucial part of any art 
practice is community 
and communication, 
and that the value of an 
honest second opinion 
can’t be overstated. The 

studio is overseen by artist in residence Alana Moore, who 
fosters this community along with the artists she supports. It 
was a pleasure to learn from her. 

Even with a fair share of teasing, the artists were also very 
supportive of me. They showed me how to be a good support 
(through explanation and example). They were patient with 
me when I struggled and they taught me about their art 
practices. With music (and impromptu karaoke sessions), 
laughter, and constant invention and change, the community 
in the art studio is a joy to visit and an even greater joy to 
return to every day. 

And finally, the thing I can’t easily describe is the art itself. 
As someone who grew up with two artistic parents, who has 
taken art classes, who has been exposed to art my whole life, 
I have seen a lot of it. The art I saw produced at Sherbrooke 
is easily some of the best I’ve ever seen. 

At Sherbrooke, I got to be a student in the truest sense of 
the word. More than anything, I learned from the Elders in 
the studio how to be a better artist and a better community 
member. I can’t express how grateful I am to have been 
welcomed by this community, and I can’t wait to come visit 
and see everyone (and their art!) again.

SHERBROOKE 
STORIES  

A LESSON 
IN COMMUNITY

by Caragana Ennis

Elder John Pattison with Caragana Ennis in the Creative Art Studio
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IN NEED 
OF NEW 
WHEELS 

There’s no mistaking their presence in our community. Painted 
white with Sherbrooke’s green logo proudly displayed on each 
side, the Sherbrooke buses can be found all over Saskatoon and 
the province.

“The buses provide the opportunity for Elders to be spontaneous 
and independent out in the community,” explained Dennis 
Rennie, one of Sherbrooke’s Recreation Coordinators.

“Besides planned trips, if a bus is available, we may decide that day 
to take several Elders on the bus to go shopping or to a movie.”

Heading out to a movie or the mall are but two of the many 
activities requiring our buses. Elders frequently take in shows 
at the Persephone Theatre, visit local restaurants such as The 
Berry Barn or Pink Cadillacs, enjoy a day of entertainment at the 
Dakota Dunes Casino, and make the annual pilgrimage to Regina 
for the Roughriders’ Labour Day Classic. 

Our Elders in Veterans Village use the buses to visit local 
elementary and high schools to share their stories of bravery and 
sacrifice with students and to attend Remembrance Day events 
across Saskatoon. 

The Community Day Program relies on our buses to bring 
participants from their homes to Sherbrooke and back again, as 
well as taking participants on adventures in the community. 

Our Elders and staff need our buses to be reliable and safe, which 
is why we are excited about a new partnership that will ensure 
our buses are fit for the road.

The ‘09 Sherbrooke bus has seen better days. The wheelchair lift 
is unreliable and the suspension has grown weary of Saskatoon’s 
streets. We are in need of a new bus, and our friends at Cherry 
Insurance are helping us buy one for our Elders!

This holiday season, for every dollar raised for this bus project 
through the Sherbrooke Foundation, Cherry Insurance will be 
matching it, up to $100,000! That will double the impact of your 
gift and get us closer to purchasing a new bus.

You can learn more about our bus project and our partnership 
with Cherry Insurance by reading the Sherbrooke Foundation’s 
enclosed letter or by visiting www.GiveBackWithCherry.ca

Thank you for your generous help in transporting our Elders and 
staff into our community. When you see that new bus out and 
about, you’ll know that you had a part in making it happen!  

Learning about other cultures such as a visit to the Baitur Rahmat Mosque

At Mosaic Stadium in Regina for the Labout Day Classic

Arriving at Camp Easter Seal is a summer hightlight


